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Tokyo Great Cycling Tour
"Guided Tours"
At Tokyo Great Cycling Tour, you can choose from three kinds of tours:
kayaking, running, or cycling. If you can't speak Japanese, no problem.
Most staff can speak English, so you will be able to have a good time with
them. If you wish to learn more about tours, please go to their website.
Have you ever joined such a unique tour? If not, this is a good opportunity.
by Public Domain

+81 3 4590 2995

www.tokyocycling.jp/

info@tokyocycling.jp

1-3-2 Shinkawa, Chuo City,
Tokyo

Hato Bus Tour
"Educational Tokyo Land Tour"
Hato bus is one of the most famous Tokyo tour companies. It offers
several tours which let you thoroughly enjoy Tokyo sightseeing. Hato will
let you see a view of Tokyo and several famous places. These tours are
accompanied by an English-speaking tour guide and a Chinese-speaking
tour guide. If you wish to get more information, please contact them.
by Public Domain

+81 3 3435 6081

www.hatobus.com/v01/en

reserve@hatobus.co.jp

2-4-1 Hamamatsu-cho,
Minato City, Tokyo

Tokyo Bay Cruise VINGT EN UN
"Magic Hours on the Sea"

by SNORKELINGDIVES.COM

+81 3 3436 2121

This cruise offers a great vantage point from where you can admire the
glittering views of Tokyo as it curls around the eponymous bay. You can
spend a comfortable time on-board while gorging on quality French
dishes. There are three kinds of cruises: the first one is a lunch-time
cruise, the second one is a twilight cruise, and the third one is a dinnertime cruise. Whichever you choose, it will be a memory to cherish for a
lifetime.
www.vantean.co.jp/english/

1-12-2 Kaigan, Minato City, Tokyo

Gozabune Atakemaru
"A Traditional Japanese Ship"

by LaPrimaDonna

+81 3 6712 5170

What is the Gozabune? It is the gorgeous ship which Japanese feudal
lords used when they sailed. Atekemaru is a revival ship of Gozabune.
There are two routes. One is from Hinode to Aomi and back, another is
from Aomi to Tokyo Big Sight and back. Also, you can choose the cruise
from Hinode to Tokyo Big Sight. Fares are different depending on
distance, so please check the website. Children from ages 1 to 5 can get
on board for free, with up to 1 child per adult traveling free of charge. The
cruise service also serves some exquisite Japanese food on-board to
please your palate as you bask in the view of the picturesque surrounding
vistas.

www.samuraiship.tokyo/

info@samuraiship.tokyo

2-7-104 Kaigan, Tokyo

Symphony Tokyo Bay Cruise
"Elegant Cruising"

by Centophobia

+81 3 3798 8101

You can spend a great time admiring the splendid view of some of Tokyo's
most magnificent attractions like the vibrant Rainbow Bridge and the
Tokyo Disneyland from the spacious deck, and you can choose which
cruise you want from four kinds of cruises: lunch cruise, afternoon cruise,
sunset cruise, and dinner cruise. If you don't wish to have lunch or dinner,
you can also just choose to cruise without having lunch or dinner. It is
required to complete your boarding procedure fifteen minutes before
departure time.
www.symphony-cruise.co.jp/en/

2-7-104 Kaigan, MInato City, Tokyo

Sky Duck Tour
"Amphibious Bus Tour"
This land and water bus tour began in March 2013. You can choose from
two routes: the Sky Tree or the Kameido route. In these tours, you can
enjoy seeing the view of Tokyo while you're floating on the river. This
company also offers traditional land only bus tours. If you wish to get
more information, please check the website.
by Public Domain

+81 3 3215 0008

www.skybus.jp/course/?ca=2

1-17-6 Narihira, Sumida City, Tokyo

Sumo Tour by Sunrise Tour
"Ultimate Entertaining Experience"

by Public Domain

A Japanese tour is incomplete without witnessing a Sumo Wrestling
Match. The JTB Sunrise Tours offer various packages for Sumo matches
starting from Tokyo. You can customize it by choosing meal packages,
start time and duration of the tour as per your needs. The company offers
several different tours but the Sumo Tour is one of the most renowned
and an absolutely delight.

+81 3 5796 5454

2-3-11 Higashishinagawa, Tokyo

Yakatabune Funasei
"Yakatabune Dinner Cruise"
You will be able to feel the classic beauty of Yakatabune. In this cruise,
you can have tempura (Japanese deep-fried fish and vegetables) and
sashimi (fresh slices of raw fish) while enjoying the beautiful scenery of
Tokyo Bay. Passenger boats and charter boats are available. If you wish to
take a passenger boat, check the website for the cruising schedule.
by Hamed Saber

+81 3 5479 2731

www.funasei.com/fsei_english.htm

1-16-8 Kita-shinagawa, Shinagawa City,
Tokyo

Yakatabune Cruising Harumiya
"Scenic Tokyo Boat Cruise"

by Nesnad

+81 3 3644 1344

"Yakatabune" is a Japanese traditional boat. From on board, you can
admire a view of the beautiful landscape of Tokyo. Booking is necessary
before you join this cruise, so please make sure to check the cruise
schedule. The cost varies depending on specific routes and choice of food
options. All in all, a cruise on this boat is perfect for a special date. If you
wish to learn more, please contact Harumiya.
6-17-12 Higashisuna, Tokyo

yakatabunetokyo.com/index.html

info@harumiya.co.jp

The Backstreet Guides
"Novel Tour in Tokyo"

by Public Domain

+81 80 4421 8366

The Backstreet Guides will take you to very interesting places. It offers
several tours, such as the "Tokyo Night View Tour" and the "Absolutely
Tokyo Tour." The Backstreet Guides company offers not only group tours,
but also private tours as well. With Tokyo as a starting point, you can also
go sightseeing outside the city and visit a number of breathtaking sites. If
you wish to see Tokyo from a different perspective, a tour with the
Backstreet Guides is a must.
info@thebackstreetguides.com

8-8-15 Nishigotanda, Tokyo
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